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CLUB CAPTAIN SHAUN BARKER PENS HIS LATEST PROGRAMME COLUMN FOR THE RAM...

CAPTAIN’S COMMENTS.. .

 Our win over Huddersfield 
Town in our last game here 

at the iPro Stadium was our 12th 
home win in our last 16 home 
matches. Our home form has 
been excellent and hopefully we’ll 
maintain that against Barnsley 
today. 

We are determined to win 
our remaining matches and 
first qualify for the play-offs (at 
the time of writing before the 
Doncaster Rovers game we aren’t 
over the line just yet). Once we 
do that we are eager to go into 
them in a rich vein of form. I’ve 
mentioned before that momentum 
is huge for any side but even more 
so when you reach the play-
offs. For all the hard work and 
impressive displays throughout 
the campaign we deserve to be up 
there, but our job is not finished 
yet.

The squad will have many fond 
memories over the last ten months 
but for the long-term injured trio 
of myself, Jimmy O’Connor and 
Paul Coutts, we have faced mixed 
emotions throughout. We have 
had the pleasure of watching 
this side grow and become a 
force to be reckoned with in the 
Championship, whilst at the same 
time see our personal careers put 
on hold with serious injuries. It’s 
easier to get through time on the 
sidelines if there’s another player 
in a similar position to yourself, 
pulling you through and helping to 
motivate you on those tough days. 
The three of us have done just 
that and I’m pleased to say each 
of us are continuing some of our 

rehabilitation work outside. 
We are still at different stages in 

our varied injuries but the outlook 
is the same for each individual 
- we are starting to see the light 
at the end of the tunnel. Couttsy 
is starting to gain muscle bulk, 
working with a ball again and is 
improving his jogging, Jimmy is 
hopefully only a few weeks away 
from returning to training after 
a tough fitness schedule and 
personally, I sprinted last week, 
which is the first time since Forest 
over two years ago! We each have 
our own goals for returning but 
we’ve learnt to keep that close to 
our chest as serious injuries rarely 
go exactly to plan. 

Finally I would like to mention 
something that I’m extremely 
excited about and hope Derby 
supporters will be too. For those 
of you who don’t know, I’m 
part of a fashion design 
company in London 
called the Bleach 
Room (they design 
t-shirts and own 
their own labels 
too). Working 
alongside them 

I have created a small collection 
of Derby County prints to be sold 
in the DCFCMegastore. The prints 
aim to capture the history, pride 
and emotion of what it means to 
be a Derby supporter. For those 
interested the t-shirts are in the 
DCFCMegastore and are being sold 
on social media as well - you’ll 
see them retweeted on my Twitter 
timeline from @With_The_Gods.

Barks

Check out Shaun Barker’s website: 
www.shaunbarker.co.uk

Park Foster Care is an independent fostering agency. To make an enquiry into becoming a foster 
carer and possibly changing a child’s life forever, call 0800 169 4552 or text ‘FOSTER’ to 60777.

FOR ALL THE HARD 
WORK AND IMPRESSIVE 
DISPLAYS THROUGHOUT 
THE CAMPAIGN WE 
DESERVE TO BE UP 
THERE, BUT OUR JOB IS 
NOT FINISHED YET...


